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Delivery Guidelines
Effective June 1, 2019
(Subject to change without notice)

Distance from El Nativo

Minimum
Order

Delivery
Charge

Free if Order
exceeds

$50

$35

$500

Local+ (16-30 miles)

$200

$35

$500

SoCal (31-50 miles)

$300

$50

$750

SoCal+ (51-100 miles)

$400

$75

$1,250

Contact Us

Contact Us

Contact Us

Local (0-15 miles)

Special Delivery (100+ miles)

Notes
1. Distance measured is one-way “as the crow flies” (i.e. literally a straight line, point to
point) from our distribution point in Azusa, CA to the center point of your zip code, not
always the exact delivery address. In almost all cases, this is shorter than actual driving
distance or “road miles.” Miles are calculated using this website: click here.
2. There is no minimum order size for Pick Up at the Azusa yard.
3. Some exceptions have been made for areas that are harder to reach due to the terrain
or because of a significant difference between crow miles and road miles. Examples
include Palmdale, Lancaster, Mt. Baldy, Lake Arrowhead, etc. In all cases, Exceptions
are determined solely at the discretion of El Nativo Growers. If you are unsure if your
address may fall into an exception area, please contact us for confirmation.
4. The Special Delivery shipping rate depends on several factors including distance,
estimated time, consolidated deliveries to the general location, county to county
agricultural rules, etc. Our typical rates run $1.50-$2 per mile. Call (626) 969-8449 to get
a quote. Or email your request to sales@elnativogrowers.com. Frequently, we are able
to build a truck with many orders and potentially reduce the delivery charge.
5. Minimum Order and Free threshold values are calculated excluding sales taxes.

200 S. Peckham Rd.
Azusa, CA 91702-3238
(626) 969-8449 * FAX (626) 969-7299
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1KDStbIRvkNigGzWkvamV3ctenptfd5OQghsr4AB-Qbs/edit#
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